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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate a formula to solve systems of the form (B +
σI)x = y, where B is a limited-memory BFGS quasi-Newton matrix and
σ is a positive constant. These types of systems arise naturally in large-
scale optimization such as trust-region methods as well as doubly-augmented
Lagrangian methods. We show that provided a simple condition holds on B0
and σ, the system (B + σI)x = y can be solved via a recursion formula that
requies only vector inner products. This formula has complexity M2n, where
M is the number of L-BFGS updates and n≫M is the dimension of x.
Keywords: L-BFGS, quasi-Newton methods, limited-memory methods,
inverses, Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury, diagonal updates
1. Introduction
In this paper we develop a recursion formula for solving systems of the
form (Bk + σI)x = y, where Bk is the k-th step n × n limited-memory
(L-BFGS) quasi-Newton Hessian (see e.g., [2, 19, 21, 25]), σ is a positive
constant and x, y ∈ ℜn. Linear systems of this form appear in both large-scale
unconstrained and constrained optimization. For example, these equations
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arise in the optimality conditions for the two-norm trust-region subproblem
and the so-called doubly-augmented system and their applications [9, 10, 12].
Additionally, matrices of the form Bk+σI can be used as preconditioners for
H + σI, where H is often the Hessian of a twice-continuously differentiable
function f .
The algorithm proposed in this paper is an extension of the Sherman-
Morrison-Woodbury (SMW) formula to compute the inverse of Bk+σI. The
algorithm begins by pairing the initial L-BFGS matrix B0 with the initial
diagonal update σI; then, the algorithm uses the SMW formula to compute
the inverse of Bk+σI after updating with a sequence of the L-BFGS updates.
In this paper, we derive a recursion formula for efficiently computing matrix-
vector products with this inverse. The proposed algorithm requires O(M2n)
multiplications, where M is the maximum number of L-BFGS updates.
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In §2, we
motivate in detail why solving systems of the form (Bk + σI)x = y is crucial
in several optimization settings. Specifically, we consider its use in solving
the trust-region subproblem and in the preconditioning of doubly-augmented
system in barrier methods. In §3, we provide an overview of the L-BFGS
quasi-Newton matrix, including operation counts of the well-known recursive
formulas for operations with the quasi-Newton matrix. In §4, we consider
the formula for solving systems of the form (Bk + σI)x = y and show how it
compares computationally with direct and indirect methods in §5. We offer
potential extensions of this formula in §6 and draw some conclusions in §7.
In this paper, we assume that updates are chosen that ensure all L-BFGS
quasi-Newton matrices are positive definite.
2. Motivations from large-scale optimization
Systems of the form (B + σI)x = y, where B is a quasi-Newton Hessian
appear throughout large-scale, nonlinear optimization. In this section, we
motivate our research by presenting two instances in optimization that would
benefit from a recursion formula to directly solve systems with a system
matrix of the form B + σI. The first motivation is in trust-region methods
for unconstrained optimization; the second motivation comes from barrier
methods for constrained optimization.
Motivation 1: Trust-region methods. Trust region methods are one of
the most popular types of methods for unconstrained optimization. Trust
2
region methods have been extended into the quasi-Newton setting by using
BFGS or L-BFGS updates (see, for example, [1, 4, 6, 8, 15, 18, 24, 27, 28, 31]).
The bulk of the work for a trust-region method occurs when solving the trust-
region subproblem. Given the current trust-region iterate x¯, the two-norm
trust-region subproblem for minimizing a function f is given by
minimize
s∈ℜn
q(s) △= gT s+
1
2
sTBs subject to ‖s‖2 ≤ δ, (1)
where g △= ∇f(x¯), B is an L-BFGS quasi-Newton approximation to the Hes-
sian of f at x¯, and δ is a given positive trust-region radius.
Optimality conditions for the L-BFGS quasi-Newton trust-region sub-
problem are summarized in the following result (adapted from [3, 14, 23, 29]).
Theorem 1. Let δ be a given positive constant. A vector s∗ is a global
solution of the trust-region problem (1) if and only if ‖s∗‖2 ≤ δ and there
exists a unique σ∗ ≥ 0 such that
(B + σ∗I)s∗ = −g and σ∗(δ − ‖s∗‖2) = 0. (2)
Moreover, the global minimizer is unique.
The More´-Sorensen method [22] is the preferred direct solver for the gen-
eral trust-region subproblem. The method seeks a solution (x∗, σ∗) that
satisfies the optimality conditions for the trust-region subproblem (in this
case (2)) to any prescribed accuracy. The algorithm below summarizes the
More´-Sorensen method [22] for the general trust-region subproblem:
Algorithm 2.1: More´-Sorensen method.
Let σ ≥ 0 with B + σI positive definite and δ > 0
while not converged do
Factor B + σI = RTR;
Solve RTRp = −g;
Solve RT q = p;
σ ← σ +
(
‖p‖2
‖q‖2
)2 (
‖p‖2−δ
δ
)
;
end
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Notice that the More´-Sorensen method solves systems of the form (B +
σI)s = −g at each iteration by computing the Cholesky factorization of
B+σI. For general large-scale optimization, where B is not a quasi-Newton
Hessian, this method is often prohibitively expensive if one cannot exploit
structure in the system matrix B. However, in the quasi-Newton setting, it
is possible to compute the Choleksy factorization of a BFGS matrix of Bk+1
by updating the factorization for Bk (see, for example, [16]).
In this paper, we develop a method for solving the system (B+σI)s = −g
using a recursion relation in place of using Cholesky factorizations. It is then
possible to continue on with the More´-Sorensen method by updating σ in
accordance with the ideas proposed in [22]. (Note: The source of the formula
for updating σ in Algorithm 2.1 is based on applying Newtons method to
the second optimality condition in (2).) The recursion formula proposed in
this paper extends the More´-Sorensen method into the quasi-Newton setting
without having to update Cholesky factorizations.
Motivation 2: Barrier methods. The second motivating example comes
from barrior methods for constrained optimization (see, e.g., [11, 30]). Con-
sider the following problem:
minimize
x∈ℜn
f(x) subject to c(x) ≥ 0, (3)
where f(x) : ℜn → ℜ is a real-valued function and c(x) : ℜn → ℜ is a
quadratic constraint of the form c(x) = 1
2
δ2 − 1
2
xTx, i.e., a two-norm con-
straint on the size of x where δ is a positive constant. (Note this can be
considered a generalization of the trust-region subproblem.) A sufficient
condition for a point x∗ to be the minimizer of (3) is the existence of the
Lagrange multiplier λ∗ satisfying the following:
∇c(x∗)λ∗ = g(x∗), with H(x∗) + λ∗I positive definite,
c(x∗)λ∗ = 0, with λ∗ > 0 if c(x∗) = 0 and λ∗, c(x∗) ≥ 0,
(4)
where g(x) = ∇f(x) is the gradient and H(x) = ∇2f(x) is the Hessian of
f(x). Primal-dual methods [5, 13, 26] solve this type of problem by solv-
ing a sequence of perturbed problems. Specifically, we define the function
Fµ : ℜ
n+1 → ℜn+1 with
Fµ(x, λ) =
(
g(x) + λx
c(x)λ− µ
)
,
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for some fixed perturbation parameter µ > 0. Note that ∇c(x) = −x and as
µ→ 0, the root of Fµ(x, λ) converges to a point that satisfies the equations
in (4).
The Newton equations associated with finding a root of Fµ(x, λ) are given
by (
H(x) + λI x
−λxT c(x)
)(
∆x
∆λ
)
= −
(
g(x) + λx
c(x)λ− µ
)
. (5)
By dividing the second row by −λ and letting d △= c(x)/λ, we get the sym-
metric system (
H(x) + λI x
xT −d
)(
∆x
∆λ
)
= −
(
g(x) + λx
(µ− d)/λ
)
. (6)
Unfortunately, the system matrix in (6) is indefinite even when H + λI is
positive definite; however, after rearranging terms, it can be shown that this
system is equivalent to the doubly-augmented system [12]:(
H(x) + λI + 2xxT −x
−xT d
)(
∆x
∆λ
)
= −
(
g(x) + λx+ (2/d)(µ− d)x
(d− µ)/λ
)
, (7)
which is a positive-definite system when H + λI is positive definite [12].
The linear system (7) can be preconditioned by the matrix
P =
(
B + λI + 2xxT −x
−xT d
)
, (8)
where B is an L-BFGS quasi-Newton approximation to ∇2f(x). Solves with
the preconditioner P for a general system of the form(
B + λI + 2xxT −x
−xT d
)(
x1
x2
)
=
(
y1
y2
)
can be performed by solving the following equivalent system:(
B + λI x
xT −d
)(
x1
x2
)
=
(
y1 + 2y2x
−y2
)
(9)
(see [9, 12]). Note that the inverse of the system matrix in (9) is given by(
B + λI x¯
x¯T −1
)−1
=
(
I −w
0 1
)(
(B + λI)−1 0
0 −
(
1 + wT x¯
)−1
)(
I 0
−wT 1
)
,
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where w = (B + λI)−1x (for details, see [9, 12]). Thus, provided that solves
with B + λI are efficient, solves with P are efficient.
In this paper, we develop a recursion formula that makes solves with
(B+λI)x = y. Thus, this recursion formula allows the use of preconditioners
the form (8) where B is a L-BFGS quasi-Newton approximation of ∇2f .
3. The Limited-memory BFGS method
In this section, we review the limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) method
and state important and well-known recursion formulas for computing prod-
ucts with an L-BFGS quasi-Newton Hessian and its inverse.
The BFGS quasi-Newton method generates a sequence of positive-definite
matrices {Bk} from a sequence of vectors {yk} and {sk} defined as
yk = ∇f(xk+1)− f(xk) and sk = xx+1 − xk,
respectively. The L-BFGS quasi-Newton method can be viewed as the BFGS
quasi-Newton method where only at most M recently computed updates are
stored and used to update the initial matrix B0. HereM is a positive constant
with M ≪ n. The L-BFGS quasi-Newton approximation to the Hessian of
f is implicitly updated as follows:
Bk = B0 −
k−1∑
i=0
aiai
T +
k−1∑
i=0
bib
T
i , (10)
where
ai =
Bisi√
sTi Bisi
, bi =
yi√
yTi si
, B0 = γ
−1
k I, (11)
and γk > 0 is a constant. In practice, γk is often taken to be γk
△
= sTk−1yk−1/‖yk−1‖
2
2
(see, e.g., [19] or [25]).
Suppose that we have computed k updates (k ≤ M − 1) and have the
following updates stored in S and Y :
S = [s0 . . . sk−1] and Y = [y0 . . . yk−1].
We update S and Y with the most recently computed vector pair (sk, yk) as
follows:
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Algorithm 3.1: Update S and Y .
if k < M − 1,
S ← [S sk]; Y ← [Y yk]; k ← k + 1;
else
for i = 0, . . . k − 1
si ← si+1; yi ← yi+1;
end
S ← [s0, . . . sk−1]; Y ← [y0, . . . yk−1];
end
Thus, at all times we have exactly k stored vectors with k ≤M − 1.
For the L-BFGS method, there is an efficient recursion relation to com-
pute products with B−1k . Given a vector z, the following algorithm [25, 26]
terminates with r △= B−1k z:
Algorithm 3.2: Two-loop recursion to compute r = B−1k z.
q ← z;
for i = k − 1, . . . , 0
αi ← (s
T
i q)/(y
T
i si);
q ← q − αiyi;
end
r ← B−10 q;
for i = 0, . . . , k − 1
β ← (yTi r)/(y
T
i si);
r ← r + (αi − β)si:
end
Pre-computing and storing 1/yTi si for 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1, makes Algorithm 3.2
even more efficient. Further details on the L-BFGS method can found in [26];
further background on the BFGS can be found in [5]. The two-term recur-
sion formula requires at most O(Mn) multiplications and additions. There
is compact matrix representation of the L-BFGS that can be used to com-
pute products with the L-BFGS quasi-Newton matrix (see, e.g., [26]). The
computational complexity at most O(Mn) multiplications.
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There is an alternative representation of B−1k from which the two-term
recursion can be more easily understood:
B−1k = (V
T
k−1 · · ·V
T
0 )B
−1
0 (V0 · · ·Vk−1) +
1
yT0 s0
(V Tk−1 · · ·V
T
1 )s0s
T
0 (V1 · · ·Vk−1)
+
1
yT1 s1
(V Tk−1 · · ·V
T
2 )s1s
T
1 (V2 · · ·Vk−1)
+ · · ·
+
1
yTk−1sk−1
sk−1s
T
k−1, (12)
where Vi = I −
1
yT
i
si
yis
T
i (see, e.g., [26]). The first loop in the two-term
recursion for B−1k z computes and stores the products (Vj · · ·Vk−1)z for j =
0, . . . , k−1; in between the first and second loop, B−10 is applied; and finally,
the second loop computes the remainder of (12). Computing the inverse of
Bk + σI is not equivalent to simply replacing B
−1
0 in the two-loop recursion
with (B0 + σI)
−1. To see this, notice that replacing B−10 in (12) with (B0 +
σI)−1 would apply the updates Vi to the full quantity (B0 + σI)
−1 instead
of only B−10 . The main contribution of this paper is a recursion formula
that computes (Bk + σI)
−1z in an efficient manner using only vector inner
products.
4. The recursion formula
Consider the problem of finding the inverse of B + σI, where B is an
L-BFGS quasi-Newton matrix. The Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury (SMW)
formula gives the following formula for computing the inverse of A + UV T ,
assuming A is invertible (see [17]):
(A+ UV T )−1 = A−1 −A−1U(I + V TA−1U)−1V TA−1.
In the special case when UV T is a rank-one update to A, this formula becomes
(A + uvT )−1 = A−1 − A−1u(I + vTA−1u)−1vTA−1,
where u and v are both n-vectors. For simplicity, first consider computing
the inverse of an L-BFGS quasi-Newton matrix after only one update, i.e.,
the inverse of B1 + σI. Recall that
B1 + σI = (γ
−1
1 + σ)I − a0a
T
0 + b0b
T
0 .
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To compute the inverse of this, we apply SMW twice. To see this clearly, let
C0 = (γ
−1
1 +σ)I, C1 = (γ
−1
1 +σ)I−a0a
T
0 , C2 = (γ
−1
1 +σ)I−a0a
T
0 + b0b
T
0 .
Applying SMW to C1 yields
C−11 = C
−1
0 + C
−1
0 a0(1− a
T
0C
−1
0 a0)
−1aT0C
−1
0 (13)
= C−10 +
1
(1− aT0C
−1
0 a0)
C−10 a0a
T
0C
−1
0 . (14)
Applying SMW once more we obtain C−12 from C
−1
1 :
C−12 = C
−1
1 −
1
(1 + bT0C
−1
1 b0)
C−11 b0b
T
0C
−1
1 ,
giving an expression for (B1 + σI)
−1. This is the basis for the following
recursion method that appears in [20]:
Theorem 2. Let G and G + H be nonsingular matrices and let H have
positive rank M . Let H = E0+E1+ · · ·+EM−1 where each Ek has rank one
and Ck+1 = G + E0 + · · ·+ Ek is nonsingular for i = 0, . . .M − 1. Then if
C0 = G,
C−1k+1 = C
−1
k − vkC
−1
k EkC
−1
k , k = 0, . . . ,M − 1, (15)
where
vk =
1
1 + trace
(
C−1k Ek
) . (16)
In particular,
(G+H)−1 = C−1M−1 − vM−1C
−1
M−1EM−1C
−1
M−1. (17)
Proof. See [20].
We now show that applying the above recursion method to Bk + σI, the
product (Bk+σI)
−1z can be computed recursively, assuming γkσ is bounded
away from zero.
Theorem 3. Let γk > 0 and σ > 0 with γkσ > ǫ for some ǫ > 0. Let
G = B0 + σI = (γ
−1
k + σ)I, and let H =
∑2k−1
i=0 Ei, where
E0 = −a0a
T
0 , E1 = b0b
T
0 , . . . , E2k−2 = −ak−1a
T
k−1, E2k−1 = bk−1b
T
k−1.
Then (Bk + σI)
−1 = (G+H)−1 is given by (17) together with (15).
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Proof. Notice that this theorem follows from Theorem 2, provided we satisfy
its assumptions. By construction, Bk + σI = G+H . Both Bk and Bk + σI
are nonsingular since Bk is positive definite and σ ≥ 0. It remains to show
that Cj, which is given by
Cj = G+
j−1∑
i=0
Ei = (B0 +
j−1∑
i=0
Ei) + σI,
is nonsingular for j = 1, . . . k − 1, for which we use induction on j.
Since C1 = C0 − a0a
T
0 = C0(I −C
−1
0 a0a
T
0 ), the determinant of C1 and C0
are related as follows [7]:
det(C1) = det(C0)(1− a
T
0C
−1
0 a0).
In other words, C1 is invertible if C0 is invertible and a0C
−1
0 a0 6= 1. We
already established that C0 is invertible; to show the latter condition, we use
the definition of a0 = B0s0/
√
sT0B0s0 together with C
−1
0 = (γ
−1
k + σ)
−1I to
obtain the following:
aT0C
−1
0 a0 =
γ−2k (γ
−1
k + σ)
−1
γ−1k s
T
0 s0
sT0 s0
=
1
γk(γ
−1
k + σ)
=
1
1 + γkσ
. (18)
By hypothesis, γkσ > ǫ, which implies that det(C1) 6= 0; thus, C1 is invertible.
Now we assume that Cj is invertible and show that Cj+1 is invertible. If
j is odd, then j + 1 = 2i for some i and Cj+1 = Bi + σI, which is positive
definite and therefore nonsingular. If j is even, i.e., j = 2i for some i, then
Cj = Bi + σI, and
Cj+1 = Cj − aia
T
i = Bi −
1
sTi Bisi
Bisis
T
i B
T
i + σI
We will demonstrate that Cj+1 is nonsingular by showing that it is positive
10
definite. Consider z ∈ Rn with z 6= 0. Then
zTCj+1z = z
T
(
Bi −
1
sTi Bisi
Bisis
T
i B
T
i
)
z + σ‖z‖22
= zTBiz −
(zTBisi)
2
sTi Bisi
+ σ‖z‖22
= ‖B
1/2
i z‖
2
2 −
(
(B
1/2
i z)
T (B
1/2
i si)
)2
‖B
1/2
i si‖
2
2
+ σ‖z‖22
= ‖B
1/2
i z‖
2
2 − ‖B
1/2
i z‖
2
2 cos
2
(
∠(B
1/2
i z, B
1/2
i si)
)
+ σ‖z‖22
> 0. (19)
We have now satisfied all the assumptions of Theorem 2. Therefore, (Bj +
σI)−1 is given by (17) together with (15).
Now, we show r = C−1k+1z in (15) can be computed efficiently using recur-
sion. We note that using (15), we have
C−1k+1z = C
−1
k z−vkC
−1
k EkC
−1
k z =


C−1k z + vkC
−1
k ak
2
aTk
2
C−1k z if k is even
C−1k z − vkC
−1
k bk−1
2
bTk−1
2
C−1k z if k is odd.
The quantity vk is obtained using (16) and computing trace(C
−1
k Ek), which
after substituting in the definition of Ek and computing the trace, is given
by
trace(C−1k Ek) =
{
−aTk/2C
−1
k ak/2 if k is even
bT(k−1)/2C
−1
k b(k−1)/2 if k is odd
If we define pk according to the following rules
pk =
{
C−1k ak/2 if k is even
C−1k b(k−1)/2 if k is odd,
(20)
then
vk =


1
1− pTk ak/2
if k is even
1
1 + pTk b(k−1)/2
if k is odd,
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and thus,
C−1k+1z = C
−1
k z + (−1)
kvk(p
T
k z)pk.
Applying this recursively yields the following formula:
C−1k+1z = C
−1
0 z +
k∑
i=0
(−1)ivi(p
T
i z)pi, (21)
for k ≥ 0 and with C−10 z = (γ
−1
k + σ)
−1z.
Finally, it remains to demonstrate how to compute pk in (20). Notice
that we can compute pk using (21):
pk =


C−1k ak/2 = C
−1
0 ak/2 +
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)ivi(p
T
i ak/2)pi if k is even
C−1k b(k−1)/2 = C
−1
0 b(k−1)/2 +
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)ivi(p
T
i b(k−1)/2)pi if k is odd.
The following pseudocode summarizes the algorithm for computing r =
C−1k+1z:
Algorithm 4.1: Proposed recursion to compute r = C−1k+1z.
r ← (γ−1k+1 + σ)
−1z;
for j = 0, . . . , k
if j even
c← aj/2;
else
c← b(j−1)/2;
end
pj ← (γ
−1
k+1 + σ)
−1c;
for i = 0, . . . , j − 1
pj ← pj + (−1)
ivi(p
T
i c)pi;
end
vj ← 1/(1 + (−1)
jpTj c);
r ← r + (−1)ivi(p
T
i z)pi;
end
Algorithm 4.1 requires O(k2) vector inner products. Operations with
C0 and C1 can be hard-coded since C0 is a scalar-multiple of the identity.
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Experience has shown that k may be kept small (for example, Byrd et al. [2]
suggest k ∈ [3, 7]), making the extra storage requirements and computations
affordable.
5. Numerical Experiments
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed recursion formula by
solving linear systems of the form (10) with various sizes. Specifically, we let
the number of updates M = 5 and the size of the matrix range from n = 103
up to 107. We implemented the proposed method in Matlab on a Two 2.4
GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon “Westmere” Apple Mac Pro and compared it
to a direct method using the Matlab “backslash” command and the built-in
conjugate-gradient (CG) method (pcg.m). Because of limitations in memory,
we were only able to use the direct method for problems where n ≤ 20, 000.
In the tables below, we show the time and the relative residuals for each
method. The relative residuals for the recursion formula are used as the
criteria for convergence for CG. In other words, the time reported in this
table reflects how long it takes for CG to achieve the same accuracy as the
proposed recursion method, which is why the CG relative residuals are always
less than those for the proposed recursion formula (except for one instance
where the CG method stagnated.)
Analysis. The three methods were run on numerous problems with vari-
ous problems sizes, and we note that all methods achieve very small relative
residual errors for each of the problems we considered. Besides from mem-
ory issues, the direct method suffers from significantly longer computational
time, especially for the larger problems. Generally, the recursion algorithm
takes about one-fourth the amount of time as the CG method. The CG
method requires 2M + 2 vector-vector products per iteration (2M for the
matrix-vector product and 2 for other vector-vector products) and in exact
arithmetic will converge in 2M+1 iterations (because the matrix BM in (10)
is the sum of a scaled multiple of the identity with 2M rank-1 matrices, which
means that BM has at most 2M +1 unique eigenvalues). However, from our
computational experience, the number of iterations is closer to 4M , which
brings the total vector-vector multiplications for CG to around 8M2. Mean-
while, the number of vector-vector multiplications for the recursion formula
in Algorithm 4.1 is (2M + 1)(2M + 2)/2 = 2M2 + 3M + 1, which explains
why the CG algorithm takes roughly four times as long to achieve the same
accuracy as the the proposed recursion algorithm.
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n
Relative Residual
Direct CG Recursion
1, 000 2.84e-14 2.55e-14 3.62e-14
2, 000 6.59e-14 5.57e-14 2.95e-13
5, 000 1.02e-13 7.83e-14 8.83e-14
10, 000 1.39e-13 1.09e-13 1.11e-13
20, 000 2.63e-14 2.10e-14 2.14e-14
Table 1: A sample run comparing the relative residuals of the solutions using the Matlab
“backslash” command, conjugate gradient method, and the proposed recursion formula.
The relative residuals for the recursion formula are used as the criteria for convergence for
CG.
n
Time (sec)
Direct CG Recursion
1, 000 0.0311 0.0078 0.0015
2, 000 0.2068 0.0099 0.0019
5, 000 1.3692 0.0211 0.0048
10, 000 8.0280 0.0306 0.0083
20, 000 51.7772 0.0862 0.0160
Table 2: The computational times to achieve the results in Table 1.
n
Relative residual Time (sec)
CG Recursion CG Recursion
100, 000 8.71e-14 1.50e-13 0.2339 0.0584
200, 000 1.47e-14 3.27e-14 0.4686 0.1155
500, 000 4.90e-14⋆ 3.55e-14 1.6996 0.3587
1, 000, 000 9.99e-15 1.03e-14 6.0068 1.0914
2, 000, 000 1.10e-13 6.54e-13 15.9798 2.5653
5, 000, 000 3.08e-14 4.84e-14 30.2865 6.2738
10, 000, 000 1.33e-14 3.97e-14 67.3049 11.5946
Table 3: Comparison between the proposed recursion method and the built-in conjugate
gradient (CG) method in Matlab. The relative residuals for the recursion formula are
used as the criteria for convergence for CG. In other words, the time reported in this table
reflects how long it takes for CG to achieve the same accuracy as the proposed recursion
method. ⋆In this case, CG terminated without converging to the desired tolerance because
“the method stagnated.”
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6. Extensions
The proposed recursion algorithm also computes products of the form
(Bk +D)
−1z, where D is any positive-definite diagonal matrix. In this case,
we must assume that each diagonal entry in D satisfies dii ≥ σ for some
σ > 0. Provided γkσ > ǫ, a theorem similar to Theorem 3 will hold true
mutatis mutandis: the only steps in the proof that need changing are (18),
which becomes
aT0C
−1
0 a0 =
γ−2k
γ−1k s
T
0 s0
sT0 (B0 +D)
−1s0 =
1
γks
T
0 s0
n∑
i=1
1
γ−1k + dii
(s0)
2
i ≤
1
1 + γkσ
,
and the cascading equations in (19), whose σ‖z‖22 terms become z
TDz, which
is greater than or equal to σ‖z‖22. Additionally, the recursion formula for
diagonal updates need not be limited to L-BFGS systems. In particular, it
is also applicable to other quasi-Newton systems where a recursion formula
exists and the quasi-Newton matrices are guaranteed to be positive definite.
For example, the proposed recursion will work with quasi-Newton matrices
using the DFP updating formula, but it will not work with quasi-Newton
matrices based on SR1, which are not guaranteed to be positive definite (for
more information on the DFP and SR1 method see, for example, [26]).
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm based on the SMW formula to
solve systems of the form B+σI, where B is an n×n L-BFGS quasi-Newton
matrix. We showed that as long as γσ > ǫ, the algorithm is well-defined.
The algorithm requires at mostM2 vector inner products. (Note: We assume
that M ≪ n, and thus, M2 is also significantly smaller than n.) While the
algorithm is designed to handle constant diagonal updates of a quasi-Newton
matrix, it can be extended to handle general diagonal updates of a quasi-
Newton matrix. Furthermore, this algorithm can be extended to handle
any quasi-Newton updating that ensures the quasi-Newton matrices are all
positive definite. The algorithm proposed in this paper can be found at
http://www.wfu.edu/∼erwayjb/software.
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